INTRODUCTION
After the eradication of wild poliovirus, the clinical syndrome of spinal motor neuron injury called AFM nearly disappeared from North America. The reemergence of this syndrome has coincided with appearance of West Nile Virus in Europe and North America, enterovirus (EV) A71 in Southeast Asia, and EV D68 in North America 1, 2 . In fact, at the same time as EV D68 caused widespread outbreaks of respiratory illness in the US in 2014, the number of AFM cases spiked 3 . The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention noted this association describing the incidence of AFM, a subset of acute flaccid paralysis cases with evidence of spinal cord injury .
More recently, longitudinally extensive spinal cord lesions predominantly affecting the central gray matter have been described in children with AFM during the 2014 EV outbreak 5 . The prognosis in such cases is variable with few predictors of recovery aside from the severity of initial paralysis. However, in a variety of spinal cord pathologies, defining the pattern and extent of signal abnormality on MRI can aid in diagnosis and prognosis 6 .
The recent development of a standard spinal cord template 7 -as part of the Spinal Cord Toolbox (SCT) 8 -that includes probabilistic maps of gray matter and white matter 9 now makes it possible to quantify the severity of spinal cord injury [10] [11] [12] . We aimed to measure the proportion of gray matter and white matter damaged in patients with AFM occurring in association with the EV-D68 outbreak. We hypothesize that the degree of gray and white matter injury in these patients would both correlate with severity of initial symptoms and symptoms at follow-up, after hospitalization. Although several studies have investigated the association between GM/WM pathology on MRI and disease severity [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ; to date, this is first study using this analysis method to register spinal cords with abnormal signal to an unbiased average anatomical template, quantify %GM, %WM, and %CSA occupied by lesion in the probabilistic template, and correlate data with clinical outcomes.
Methods

Case Definition
All patients (9 total) admitted to the Benioff Children's Hospital at UCSF with acute flaccid myelitis (AFM) were included in the study. Dates of hospital admission ranged from February 12, 2012 During initial hospitalization, all patients underwent complete neurologic testing. Strength testing was formalized using the Composite Medical Research Council (MRC) Scale for Muscle Strength Scores using 3 proximal muscles and 2 distal muscles in the affected limb for a score ranging 0-25. At follow-up MRC strength testing was repeated and recorded. Improvement in strength was recorded as the numerical difference in MRC score.
Local institutional review board approval was obtained through the University of California San Francisco Committee on Human Research for retrospective review and analysis of patient clinical information and magnetic resonance images.
MRI Acquisition Parameters
All MRI studies were performed on a 1.5 Tesla GE Genesis HDxt Signa scanner with software version 15 (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI). Axial and Sagital T2 fast spin echo (FSE) imaging was performed with the following parameters (presented as mean values ± standard deviation from all 9 exams) TR=3398.78ms ± 1430.99ms, TE= 99.04ms ± 12.93ms, slice thickness=3.33mm, echo train length (ETL)=18.56± 3.28. Average native plane resolution after interpolation of images (2D à 3D), X=0.40, Y=0.40, Z=4.17. Additional sequences performed as part of our routine Spine and Brain MRI protocol were not evaluated for purposes of this study.
Image Processing
T2 weighted images for nine AFM patients were analyzed with the Spinal Cord Toolbox. The FMRIB Software Library v5.0 19 (FSL) viewer module was used to manually mark the seed points for analysis. These locations flag the beginning and end regions for the propagation deformation model to segment the spinal cord 20 . During automatic segmentation, detection of the spinal cord is done in the axial plane using the Hough transform. This is followed by propagation of an elliptical triangular tubular mesh built inside the spinal cord. The tubular mesh is then deformed towards the edges of the SC 20 . Results of segmentation accuracy were unsatisfactory due to the large signal hyperintensity in this cluster of patients. Because of this, initial segmentation of each spinal cord F o r P e e r R e v i e w was done manually by creating images of spinal cord voxel locations using FSL and using two centerline points to mark the beginning and end axial slices for registration. Registration to the template took roughly 540 seconds per patient. The SCT automatic pipeline to register, warp, and extract WM and GM metrics for each SC consisted of (Figure 1 ): 1. A 3D labels file was created based on the coordinates of the first (C2/C3) and last (to T6) vertebral level landmarks to be analyzed using the spinal cord labeling utility. 2. A 3D mask file was created manually in FSL to identify voxels within the spinal cord. SC masks were confirmed by two radiologists as identifying only areas within the SC. 3. A combination of affine and non-linear registrations were done of the T2-weighted image to the corresponding MNI-Poly-AMU template. The MNIPoly-AMU template is an image of the SC averaged across multiple individuals and is used as a reference point for registration of patient SCs and atlas-based MR signal quantification 7 . Registration was done in four steps. In step 1, a non-linear transformation is estimated to straighten the spinal cord (in order to match the MNI-Poly-AMU straight template). In step 2, an affine transformation is found based on the input labels to match the vertebral levels between the subject and the template. In step 3, a 2D slice-wise registration is done to bring the subject closer to the template, while ensuring robustness towards pathology by using the cord segmentation instead of the image, using mean squares metric and smoothing factor of 2. In step 4, local registration adjustment were made using B-Spline SyN algorithm with mean squares metric, gradient step of 0.5, smoothing factor of 0, with 5 iterations. The outputs were a T2-weighted image warped to the template and a template warped to the T2-weighted image, along with a pair of forward and reverse deformation fields. 4. The reverse deformation field (template à subject) were then applied to the WM and GM atlases, projecting them in the subject space. These warping fields are used to register multi-parametric data to a common space for quantification of image-derived metrics. 5. Raw images were thresholded to provide binary ROI of lesion area for analysis with the WM/GM and SC probabilistic atlases. Thresholding of images was performed in FSL with manual percentile adjustment to segment the lesions from surrounding normal appearing SC. Thresholded T2 images were confirmed by two neuroradiologists who were blinded to clinical data, segmenting only areas affected by lesions. Metrics were extracted using spinal cord toolbox extract metric function of the spinal cord toolbox. The percentage of lesion within GM/WM and SC probabilistic atlas voxel space was extracted as a weighted average restrained to values > 0.5 using the thresholded MR images. 6. Weighted average metrics and the corresponding standard deviations were extracted from the lesion axial center, lesion segment, and full cord were calculated using numpy and matplotlib in python. Regression plots and bar charts were also plotted using matplotlib.
Atlas-based Spinal Cord Injury Assessment
Probabilistic maps were created for all nine patients containing all cervical levels and extending to thoracic level 6. For analysis at the lesion center, two neuroradiologists (JN and JFT) reviewed each SC image and identified the axial slice showing the most significant T2 hyperintensity; so-called lesion center. In one patient, the lesion center showing the most extensive hyperintensity could not be analyzed due to it being below T6. In this case (patient 1) the next most severely affected region was analyzed. For analysis of the full lesion segment, sagittal T2 images were used to identify the starting and ending axial slice where the lesion was involved (Figure 1 ). In the full cord atlas volume analysis, the entire length of thresholded spinal cord within the probabilistic atlases was used. Weighted averages of GM, WM and SC affected by lesion at the center axial slice, full lesion segment and full cord atlas volume for each patient are described in Table 2 . A Spearman's Rank-Order Correlation was used to determine if metrics from each lesion analysis significantly correlated with MRC strength scores or clinical outcome scores.
Statistical Analysis
Composite Medical Research Council Scale (MRC) for Muscle Strength Scores, clinical outcomes scores and weighted averages of the binary thresholded image in probabilistic GM and WM voxel space were used in a Spearman's Rank-Order Correlation. P-values comparing patients testing EV positive and EV negative were calculated using Mann-Whitney U test. Furthermore, Mann-Whitney U tests for medians were used to determine if GM and WM weighted average metrics were significantly different between outcome and MRC groups. Independent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis Test on GM metrics was used to compare groups.
RESULTS
Clinical Findings
Patients were of age 2 to 27 at time of study, with a majority of patients being under 10 years of age (6 male, 3 female). The patient demographics, discharge diagnosis, MRC composite score and clinical outcome rating are detailed in Table 1 . Among the nine patients, four patients presented with bilateral lower extremity flaccidity, three patients presented with left upper F o r P e e r R e v i e w extremity flaccidity and two patients with right upper extremity flaccidity. Additional presenting symptoms included fever (8 cases), URI (4 cases), bodily pain/pruritus/allodynia/abnormal sensation (5 cases), nausea/PO intolerance/emesis (3 cases), urinary retention (2 cases), ataxia (1 case). Enteroviral polymerase chain reaction of the CSF was negative in all patients. Nasopharyngeal swabs tested positive for EV RNA for two patients and serum samples for one patient tested positive for EV. One nasopharyngeal swab sample was positively subtyped as EV-D68. Mean clinical follow-up time was 396.33 days (Interquartile range, 100.00).
MRI Findings
All patients had spinal cord lesions involving the central cord gray matter and some degree of surrounding white matter. Lesions consisted of well-defined T2 hyperintensity primarily involving the anterior horn cells for four patients (1,2,4,9) and ill-defined lesions affecting the entire central spinal cord gray matter for five patients (3, 5, 6, 7, 8) (Figure 2 ). In one case, ill-defined T2 hyperintensity extended the entire length of the spinal cord. Patients with most longitudinally extensive hyperintensity throughout both cervical and thoracic areas had bilateral flaccid lower extremities. On MR T2 images, brain lesions were identified in two patients. One patient showed hyperintensity in the right frontal lobe. The second patient showed brainstem and thalamic edema.
Spinal Cord Analysis
MR spinal cord injury metrics were calculated for each patient (Table 2) . Measuring at the center of the lesion (lesion center slice), clinical outcome significantly worsened as %GM increased (r s [9] = -.66, p = .05) (Figure3) . Similarly the %GM injured showed significant correlation with weakness at initial examination for both lesion center measurement (r s [9] = -.78, p = .014) and full lesion segment volume measurements (r s [9] = -.74, p = .024). There was no significant association between %WM injured and clinical outcome or MRC strength scores at lesion center or full lesion segment volume. In full cord atlas volume analysis, neither GM nor WM significantly correlated with either improvement or initial weakness, No significant correlation was found between %CSA at lesion center and clinical outcome (r s [9] = 0.03, p = 0.95) or initial MRC score (r s [9] = -.46, p = 0.213). Furthermore, weighted averages extracted for %CSA at lesion segment did not significantly correlate with clinical outcome (r s [9] = -0.05, p = 0.89) or initial MRC score (r s [9] = -.25, p = 0.52). No significant differences were found between the EV positive versus negative groups or among clinical outcome groups in the degree of initial weakness (strength score), extent of GM or WM injury in either lesion center or full lesion segment volume. In the present study, we have utilized a semi-automated analysis pipeline to quantify T2 signal abnormality in the spinal cord of patients diagnosed with AFM. More specifically, T2-weighted MRI sequences from 9 patients with AFM were successfully registered to the recently developed MNI-Poly-AMU spinal cord template. Using the associated SC Toolbox, measures of %GM, %WM and %CSA pathologic T2 signal hyperintensity were derived after thresholded T2 images segmented relative to pathologic signal were compared with probabilistic GM, WM, and SC maps from the SC toolbox. The primary aim of this study was to determine the feasibility and prognostic validity of implementing an atlas-based approach for MRI analysis in a population of AFM patients. To this end, the positive correlations observed between SCT-derived MRI metrics of GM pathology and clinical outcome validate this approach. While atlas-based analysis techniques have been applied to a variety of brain pathologies [21] [22] [23] , this is the first study to implement an atlas-based approach for study of WM and GM specific pathology in the spinal cord.
DISCUSSION
Patients with AFM occurring in association with a recent EV D-68 outbreak were studied because this type of myelopathy distinctively targets central gray matter, primarily the anterior horn cells 21 . Accordingly, an atlas that allows specific evaluation of gray matter signal abnormality would improve our ability to assess degree of injury and prognosis. In precisely this way, %GM signal abnormality on a single axial slice at the injury center most strongly correlated with neurologic impairment, while statistically insignificant correlations were seen with measures of %WM and %CSA injury. This is despite the presence of T2 signal abnormality involving white matter to a varying degree in all patients. These findings are consistent with the presumed underlying pathophysiology of disease in this cohort of patients, wherein anterior horn cells of spinal cord gray matter are particularly vulnerable to enteroviral toxicity and manifestations of their injury would be expected to best predict outcome 24 . Other acute myelopathies, such as autoimmune demyelinating disease and traumatic contusion injury, often involve some component of direct myelin and axonal injury in white matter with associated disruption of functionally significant ascending and descending white matter tracts 22 . The relative prognostic significance of GM pathology on MRI in this cohort of AFM patients reflects the primary injury mechanism of AFM and highlights the value of segmented evaluation of the spinal cord with distinct GM and WM maps. Interestingly, when the lesion involvement was measured relative to total cross-sectional area the correlation with motor outcomes was lost. Future studies with application of this technique to primary white matter diseases of the spinal cord would be of great interest for comparison.
The %GM T2 signal hyperintensity on a single axial slice at the most effected level of the injury center (referred to as "lesion center") provided the strongest correlation with clinical measures of motor impairment and recovery. The value of assessing transverse extent of T2 abnormality on a single axial slice at the injury center has been similarly demonstrated in the setting of acute traumatic spinal cord injury and compressive myelopathy 18 25 , suggesting the transverse extent of injury in the spinal cord on MRI carries significant diagnostic F o r P e e r R e v i e w and prognostic information in a variety of pathologies. This result is significant as it allows for a more focused a rapid evaluation of the MRI findings centered at the injury center. The full lesion segment volume of %GM signal abnormality also significantly correlated with initial motor scores, and to a lesser extent with improvement. One potential advantage of full lesion segment volume calculation is that it does not rely upon the subjective determination of the most severely affected axial slice, thus potentially reducing variability and making analysis more conducive to a fully automated process. When the %GM involvement is calculated relative to the entire interrogated spinal cord gray matter volume, the significance of this measure with motor scores is lost, likely as a result of dilution of pathologic signal within significantly larger volumes of normal gray matter when lesions are not longitudinally extensive.
Potential applications for SCT in quantifying spinal cord pathology on MRI are vast and have the potential to greatly advance data-driven, unbiased approaches for assessing injury severity and guiding and monitoring therapy 7, 9, 11, 20, 22, 26 . This proof-of-concept study validates the prognostic validity of this approach and demonstrates how segmented analysis of spinal cord subregions (i.e. %GM and %WM) may reflect the underlying pathophysiology of disease. Future studies incorporating analysis of specific white matter tract maps available in SCT and utilization of advanced quantitative MRI techniques, such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and magnetization transfer imaging (MT), are needed 22 .
Limitations
The intramedullary T2 hyperintensity observed in our patients often resulted in obscuration of margins between SC and hyperintense CSF, thereby precluding automated spinal cord segmentation and necessitating manual approach for this step. An algorithm that can robustly and accurately segment the SC in patient populations with intramedullary T2 hyperintensity would reduce time and any bias associated with manual segmentation of the SC. In the current study, the segmentation and thresholding process were both reviewed by fellowship trained neuroradiologists; however, in order for large throughput analysis of patient SCs with minimal manual image post-processing, the propagated segmentation algorithm will need the capacity to propagate through axial slices with abnormal signal intensity. Another limitation in the current study is that signal abnormality below thoracic vertebral level 6 cannot be analyzed because the MNI-Poly-AMU template only covers C1 to T6 vertebral levels. This limitation resulted in one patient's most severe axial slice being excluded from analysis and the second-most being used. This limitation will be overcome with the future release of the new PAM50 template, which includes the brainstem and full spinal cord 27 . Lastly, although fellowship trained neuroradiologists performed the manual thresholding steps for T2 image segmentation into a binary image defining the lesion area, this aspect of the study introduces potential bias. Future studies attempting to use SCT to quantify SC injury should adopt methods of automatic segmentation of lesions using Support Vector Machine (SVM) or 
